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Dreams in the Process of Individuation

Throughout human history, many cultures have dedicated themselves to the study and observation of
dreams in an attempt to uncover its meaning. There are reports of temples dedicated to healing in ancient
Greece – in honour of the god Asclepius – because the Greeks believed that the gods had manifestations in
these temples with the necessary answers for the healing to be established. In Egypt, we find the biblical
reports of Joseph, who, by correctly deciphering the king’s dreams, could not only save his own life but
also save Egypt from going through serious difficulties.
Thousands of years later, psychology would again be interested in the dream phenomenon, Sigmund
Freud came to find in the dreams “the real path to the unconscious”. Based on the findings of the father of
psychoanalysis, but reaching interpretations and conclusions that expand the view beyond human sexuality, Jung concluded that “within each one of us there is another one who we do not know. It speaks to us
through dreams”.
It was in the close observation of his patient’s dreams (Jung claims that he analysed around 80 thousand dreams) that he discovered a fundamental role for dreams in the psyche: they are at the service of
our individuation process whereby an individual develops their potential and brings to the surface, to consciousness, one’s personality as a whole. Translating to the Spiritist vision, dreams are at the service of
the spirit in its evolutionary journey.
I remember, on one occasion, I had a big doubt about which direction to take in the job I was doing.
Should I remain in the kind of activity I was or should I follow a new direction? At night, in prayer, I asked
for the spirituality’s support, a light, a north to guide me. And then I dreamed I travelled through a road
with large properties on both sides. I heard a voice saying to me: now new plantations await you… I woke
up. I understood, in this experience, why we should pay attention to dreams, which can reveal our own
nature, portray our wishes and desires, show spiritual encounters and, above all, serve to the great purpose of developing the being we were born to become.
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